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( PAPER 

Computation Universality of One-Dimensional 

Reversible (Injective) Cellular Automata 

Kenichi MORITA t and Masateru HARAOtt, Members 

SUMMARY A reversible cellular automaton (CA) is a "back-
ward deterministic" CA, i. e_, every configuration of it has at most 
one predecessor. Toffoli showed that a two-dimensional reversible 
cellular automaton is computation universal. He posed an open 
problem whether a one-dimensional reversible CA is computation 
universal. In this paper, we solve this problem affirmatively. This 
result is proved by using the previous result of Morita et al. that 
a 1-tape reversible Turing machine is computation universaL We 
give a construction method of a reversible CA which simulates a 
given 1-tape reversible Turing machine. To do this, we introduce 
a "one-dimensional partitioned cellular automaton" ( 1-PCA). 1-
PCA has the property that the local reversibility (i. e., injectivity 
of a local function) is equivalent to the global reversibility, and 
thus it facilitates to design a reversible CA. 

1. Introduction 

A cellular automaton (CA) is called reversible (or 
injective) if every configuration of it has at most one 
predecessor (of course, usual CA is in general irrevers
ible). Since Moore16) proved the "Garden-of-Eden theo
rem'', reversibility in CA, together with its surjectivity, 
has been studied by many researchers. Reversible CA is 
important, not only because it has mathematically inter
esting properties, but also it is considered as an abstract 
model of a physically reversible space12l.l5l. 

As for computation universality of a reversible CA, 
Toffoli15l showed an interesting result. He proved that 
every k-dimensional (irreversible) CA can be simulated 
by a (k+ 1)-dimensional reversible CA. From this, com
putation universality of a two-dimensional reversible 
CA is derived, because any Turing machine can be 
simulated by a one-dimensional CA. 

However, the problem whether a one-dimensional 
reversible CA is computation universal is left open. In 
this paper, we solve this problem affirmatively. It is 
proved by embedding a reversible Turing machine in a 
one-dimensional reversible CA. 

A reversible Turing machine is first defined by 
Bennett<!). He proved that any (irreversible) Turing 
machine can be simulated by a 3-tape reversible Turing 
machine (i. e., a 3-tape reversible Turing machine is 
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computation universal). Previously, by improving 
Bennett's result, Morita et al.14). showed that a 1-tape 2 
-symbol reversible Turing machine is computation uni
versal. In this paper, we show that any given 1-tape 
reversible Turing machine can be simulated by a one
dimensional reversible CA. 

For this purpose, we introduce a one-dimensional 
partitioned cellular automaton ( 1-PCA). 1-PCA is a 
variant of CA, where each cell is partitioned into the 
left, center and right parts. State transition in 1 -PCA is 
as follows : the next state of each cell is determined 
depending on the present states of the right part of the 
left cell, the center part of the center cell, and the left 
part of the right cell. Since the domain and the range of 
the local function have the same finite cardinality, we 
can define the notion of the local reversibility (i. e., the 
injectivity of a local function) as well as the (usual) 
global reversibility. It is shown that these two notions of 
reversibility are equivalent. Therefore, we can design a 
globally reversible 1-PCA which simulates a reversible 
1-tape Turing machine by giving a reversible local 
function. In usual CA, it is not so easy to design a 
reversible one. Since a reversible 1-PCA can be easily 
simulated by a reversible 1-CA, computation universal
ity of a reversible 1-CA is concluded. 

2. Definitions 

A deterministic one-dimensional cellular automaton 
( 1-CA) (with the nearest neighborhood) is a system 
defined by 

A=(Z, Q, /A), 

where 
( 1 ) Z is the set of all integers, 
( 2 ) Q is a non-empty finite set of internal states of 
each cell, and 
( 3 ) /A : Q3 ___, Q is a mapping called a local function. 
A configuration of A is a mapping c: Z -> Q. Let Conf 
(Q) denotes the set of all configurations over Q, i.e., 

Conf (Q)={clc: Z-> Q}. 

The function FA : Conf ( Q) -> Conf ( Q) which is 
defined as follows is called the global function deter
mined by A. 

FA(c)(i)=/A(c(i-1), c(i), c(i+l)) (iE Z) 
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We say A is reversible (or injective) iff FA is a one-to
one mapping. 

A deterministic one-dimensional partitioned cellular 
automaton (1-PCA) is a system defined by 

P=(Z, L, C, R, fp), 

where 
( 1 ) Z is the set of all integers, 
( 2 ) L is a non-empty finite set of left internal states of 
each cell, 
( 3 ) C is a non-empty finite set of center internal 
states of each cell, 
( 4 ) R is a non-empty finite set of right internal states 
of each cell, and 
( 5 ) f P : R x C x L ---> L x C x R is a mapping called a 
local function. 
A configuration of P is a mapping c : Z ---> L x C x R. 
The set of all configurations over L x C x R is denoted 
by Conf (L x C x R) as in 1 -CA. Let "LEFT" ("CEN
TER", "RIGHT", respectively) be the projection func
tion which picks out the left (center, right) element of a 
triple in L x C x R. The global function FP : Conf (L x 
C x R) ---> Conf (L x C x R) determined by P is defined 
as follows. 

Fp(c)(i)= /p(RIGHT(c(i-1)), CENTER (c(i)), 

LEFT (c(i + 1))) (i E Z) 

We say P is globally reversible iff FP is a one-to-one 
mapping. We say P is locally reversible iff the local 
function f P is one-to-one. 

Intuitively speaking, 1-PCA is a subclass of 1-CA, 
where each cell is partitioned into three parts (i. e., left, 
center, and right parts) and the next state of each cell is 
determined depending on the right part of the left cell, 
the center part of the center cell, and the left part of the 
right cell (not depending on the entire three cells). 

A 1-tape Turing machine (1-TM) is a system 
defined by 

T=(Q, S, Qo, Qf, So, M), 

where 
( 1 ) Q is a non-empty finite set of states, 
( 2 ) S is a non-empty finite set of tape symbols, 
( 3 )  Qo is an initial state (qoE Q), 
( 4 )  Qf is a final state (qfE Q), 
( 5 ) so is a special blank symbol (soE S), and 
( 6 ) M is a subset of Q x S x S x Q U Q x {/} x { - , 0, 

+}xQ. 
Note that M is a move function in quadruple form. Each 
quadruple is of the form [qr, s, s', q,] or [qr, /, d, q,], 
where Qr, q, E Q, s, s' ES, and d E {-, 0, + }. The sym
bols"-", "O", and"+" denote "left-shift", "zero-shift", 
and "right-shift", respectively. [qr, s, s', q,] means that if 
T reads the symbol s in state Qr, writes' and go to state 
q,. [qr, /, d, qt] means that if Tis in state Qr, shift the 
head to the direction d and go to state Qi. 

Let D1 and Dz be two quadruples in M. 

D1 = [qr1, b1, C1, Qt1] 

Dz=[qrz, bz, Cz, Qtz] 

We say that D1 and Dz overlap in domain iff 

( i ) Qr1 = Qrz and b1 = bz, or 

( ii) qr1=Qrz and b1 or bzis"/". 

We say that D1 and Dz overlap in range iff 

( i ) Qt1 = q,z and c1 = cz, or 

( ii) Qt1=q,z and b1 or b2is "/". 
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A quadruple D is said to be deterministic (in M) iff 
there is no other quadruple in M with which D overlaps 
in domain. On the other hand, D is said to be reversible 
(in M) iff there is no other quadruple in M with which 
D overlaps in range. A Turing machine T is called 
deterministic iff every quadruple in M is deterministic, 
and is called reversible iff every quadruple in M is 
reversible. 

3. Properties of 1-PCA 

[Lemma 1] Let P=(Z, L, C, R,fp) be a 1-PCA. Pis 
globally reversible iff P is locally reversible. 
(Proof) First, we show the "if" part. Assume P is 
locally reversible but not globally reversible. Since P is 
not globally reversible, there are two different 
configurations c1 and cz such that FP(c1)=Fp(cz). Thus, 
for any iEZ, 

FP( c1)( i) = FP( c2)( i) 

holds. Therefore, 

/p(RIGHT(ci(i - 1)), CENTER (ci(i)), LEFT (ci(i 

+ 1)))= /P(RIGHT (cz(i - 1)), CENTER (cz(i)), 

LEFT (cz(i + 1))) ( 1 )  

holds for any i (from the definition of the global func
tion) . On the other hand, since c1 =I= cz, there must be k E 
Z which satisfies 

RIGHT (c1(k-l))=l=RIGHT (cz(k - 1)), or 

CENTER (c1(k))=1=CENTER (cz(k)), or 

LEFT (c1(k+l))=i=LEFT (cz(k+l)). 

This contradicts the assumption of local reversibility of 
P, since Eq. ( 1 )  must hold for such k. 

Next, we show the "only if" part. Assume P is 
globally reversible but not locally reversible. Since P is 
not locally reversible, there are u1, uz ER, v1, vz EC, w1, 
wz EL, which satisfies 

fp(U1, V1, W1)= fp(u2, Vz, W2), and 

U1 =i= U2 or V1 =I= V2 or W1 =I= W2. 
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Let C1 and cz be two configurations satisfying the follow
ing conditions. 

RIGHT (c1( -I))=u1 

CENTER (c1(0))=v1 

LEFT (c1(l))=w1 

RIGHT (c2( -l))=u2 

CENTER (c2(0))=v2 

LEFT (ez(l))=wz 

RIGHT (ci( i - l))=RIGHT (cz( i - I)) for all i(=t=O) 

CENTER (c1( i))=CENTER (cz( i)) for all i( =t=O) 

LEFT (ci( i+I))=LEFT (cz(i+I)) for all i(=FO) 

Apparently c1 =I= c2. Furthermore, 

fp (RIGHT (ci( i - I)), CENTER (ci(i)), LEFT (ci( i 

+ 1)))= /P(RIGHT(cz(i -1)), CENTER (cz(i)), 

LEFT (cz( i+l)) 

holds for all i because of the above conditions. Thus, 
FP(c1)=Fp(c2) is concluded, and this contradicts the 
assumption of global reversibility of P. (Q. E. D.) 

The relation between I -PCA and I -CA is stated in 
the following two lemmas. 
[Lemma 2] For any 1-PCA P=(Z, L, C, R, fP), there 
exists a I-CA A=(Z, Q, /A) whose global function FA 
agrees with FP. 
(Proof) Q and /A are defined as follows. 

Q=LXCXR 

fA((u-1, V-1, W-1), (uo, Vo, Wo), (u1, Vi, W1)) 

= /P(W-1 ,  Vo, U1) 

(for any U-1, Uo, u1EL, V-1, Vo, V1E C, W-1, Wo, w1 E  

R) 

From this construction, it is easily seen that the global 
function FA agrees with FP. (Q. E. D.) 
[Lemma 3] For any I-CA A=(Z, Q, /A), there exists 
a I-PCA P=(Z, L, C, R, fP), which simulates A. 
(Proof) L, C, R, fP are defined as follows. 

L=Q 

C=Q 

R=Q 

fp(U, V, w)=[!A(u, v, w), fA(U, v, w), fA(U, v, w)] 

(for any u, v, w, E Q) 

If the initial configuration of A is 

... q;-1 q,. q;+i "". (q,.E Q, iEZ) 

then that of P is as follows. 

It is obvious that P correctly simulates A. (Q. E. D.) 
(Remarks) In a similar manner as in Lemma I, we can 
prove that local surjectivity (i. e., surjectivity of a local 
function) and global surjectivity (i. e., surjectivity of a 
global function) in I -PCA are equivalent. Furthermore, 
since the domain and the range of a local function of I 
-PCA have the same finite cardinality, local surjectivity 
and local reversibility are also equivalent. 

Therefore, in I -PCA, the notions of global sur
jectivity and global reversibility coincide. On the other 
hand, it has been known that, in I -CA, while rever
sibility implies surjectivity, its converse does not hold 
(see e. g. ( 7)). Indeed, there is a 1-CA A which is 
surjective but not reversible. 

Lemmas 2 and 3 show that I -CA and I -PCA can 
simulate each other. Especially, I -CA can simulate I -
PCA in the strong sense (i. e., with the same global 
function). However, I -PCA cannot simulate 1-CA in the 
strong sense in general. If otherwise, there must be a I 
-PCA P which is surjective but not reversible, and this 
contradicts the equivalence of surjectivity and rever
sibility in I -PCA. 

4. Computation Universality of a Reversible 1-CA 

As for reversible multi-dimensional cellular autom
ata, Toffolit5l has been shown the following results. 
[Proposition I] t5l An arbitrary cellular automaton 
having d dimensions is embeddable in a reversible one 
having d + 1 dimensions. 

Next corollary is derived from Proposition I and 
the well known result that a one-dimensional cellular 
automaton can simulate any Turing machine. 
[Corollary l] t5l A two-dimensional reversible cellular 
automaton is computation universal. 

On the other hand, as for a reversible Turing 
machine, Bennetttn proved the following result. 
[Proposition 2] Ol For any irreversible Turing machine 
T, there is a 3-tape many-symbol reversible Turing 
machine R which simulates T. 

By improving Bennett's method, Morita et al.t3l.t4l_ 
proved the computation universality of simpler Turing 
machines. 
[Proposition 3] t4l For any irreversible Turing machine 
T, we can construct a I-tape 2-symbol reversible 
Turing machine R which simulates T. 

We now show that any reversible I -TM can be 
embedded in a reversible I -PCA. 
[Lemma 4] For any deterministic reversible I-TM T 
=(Q, S, qo, qf, so, M) (which may not be 2-symbol), 
there exists a locally reversible I-PCA P=(Z, L, C, R, 
fp) which simulates T. 

(Proof) L, C, and R, are defined as follows. 

L=QU{*, #} 
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C=(QU{*, #})xs 

R=QU{*, #} 

Next, we define the local function fp, which should be 
one-to-one. As for a one-to-one mapping on a finite set, 
the following proposition holds (the proof is obvious). 
[Proposition] Let A and B be finite sets with the same 
cardinal numbers, and let g be a mapping A' --> B, where 
A' is a subset of A. If g is one-to-one, then threre exists 
a one-to-one mapping g' : A --> B which is an extension 
of g. 

Therefore, it is sufficient to define the values of IP 
only on a subset of Rx C x L (that are needed to simu
late T) on which fp is assured to be one-to-one. 
[ 1] If [p, s, t, q]E M, then 

/p([#, [p, s], #]) = [#, [q, t], #] 
[ 2 ]  If [p, /, - , q] E M, then 

/P([#, [p, s], #]) =[q, [#, s], #] for all sES, 
and 

/?[(#, [#, t], q])= [#, [q, t], #] for all tES. 
[ 3] If [p, /, 0, q] E M, then 

/p([#, [p, s], #]) = [#, [q, s], #] for all sES. 
[ 4] If [p, /, +, q] E M, then 

/?([#, [p, s], #]) =[#, [#, s], q] for all sES, 
and 
/P([q, [#, t], #])=[#, [q, t], #] for all tES. 

[ 5 ] For all s E S, 
/P([#, [#, s], #])=[#, [#, sl, #]. 

[ 6 ] For all s E S, 
/P([ *, [ *, sl, #])=[#, [qo, sl, #], 
/P([#, [qf, s], #])=[ *, [ *, s], #], 
/?([ *, [#, sl, #])=[#, [#, sl, * ], 
/p([#, [#, s ], *]) = [ *, [#, s], #], and 
/P([#, [ *, s], #])=[#, [ *, sl, #]. 

It can be verified ( by a careful inspection ) that IP 
satisfies one-to-one-ness because T is deterministic and 
reversible. 

The rules in [ 1 ] - [ 5 ] are for simulating the 
movements of T. The rules in [ 6 J keep the final tape 
(the result of a computation) of T unchanged after T 
halts. (To be symmetric, the rules for keeping the initial 
tape in the negative time direction are also added in 
[ 6 J .) 

If the initial computational configuration of T is 

···sof1 ··· t; ··· fnSo •·• 
t 

qo 

then set P to the following initial configuration. 

···, [#, [#, so], #], [#, [#, f1], #], ···, [#, [qo, t;], #], ··· 
·· ·, [#, [#, tn], #], [#, [#, sol, #], · · · 

It is easily seen that, from this configuration, P can 
correctly simulates T step by step (An example is 
shown in the appendix). (Q. E. D.) 

From Lemmas 1, 2, 4, and Proposition 3, the 
following theorem, which states computation universal
ity of a reversible 1-CA, is derived. 
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[Theorem 1] For any 1-TM T, there is a reversible 
1-CA A which simulates T. 

5. Conclusion 

We have shown that any Turing machine can be 
simulated by a one-dimensional reversible cellular 
automaton. This means that one-dimensional reversible 
space supports the universal computing ability. 

The problem whether we can make this reversible 
space more simple (e.g., reducing the number of states 
of a cell, etc.) is left to the future study. 
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Appendix: An Example 

Consider a reversible 1-TM T which is defined by 
the quadruple set in Fig. A• l. T is a machine which 
copies a given unary number on the tape (see Fig. A• 2). 
Applying the conversion procedure given in Lemma 4, 
we can obtain a reversible 1-PCA P which simulates T. 
Fig. A· 3 shows the local function of P, and Fig. A· 4 
shows the computation process of P. 

(1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
( 5) 
(6) 
( 7) 
( 8) 
( 9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
( 1 6) 
(1 7) 
(18) 

[q0,0,0,ql 
[ql,/,+,q2 
[q2,0,0,qf 
[q2,1,0,q3 
[q3,/,+,q4 
[q4,0,0,q5 
[q4,l,l,q3 
[qS,/ ,+,q6 
[q6,0,1,q7 
[q6,l,l,q5 
[q7,/,+,q8 
[q8,0,0,q9 
[q9,/,-,qa 
[qa,0,0,qb 
[qa,l,l,q9 
[qb,/,-,qc 
[qc,0,1,ql 
[qc,1,1,qb 

t=O 

t=l 

t=2 

t=39 

00110000 

t 
qO 

00110000 

t 
q 1 

00110000 

t 
q2 

00110110 

t 
qf 

Fig. A· l The quadruple set of Fig. A· 2 A computation 

the reversible 1-TM T. of T. 
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Fig. A·3 

( 0) 

( 1 ) 
( 2) 

( 3) 
( 4) 
(5) 

(6) 
( 7) 
(8) 

( 9) 
(10) 
( 11 ) 

( 1 2) 
(13) 

(14) 
( 1 5) 
(16) 

(1 7) 
( 18) 

[#,[#,OJ,#] -}[#,[#,0],#) 
[#,[#,1],#J -}[#,[#,1],#J 
['',['',0],#J -} [#,[q0,0),#J 
[':',['', l ],#J -} [#,[q0,1),#) 
[#,[qf,O],#)-} [*,["',0],#) 
[#,[qf, l ],#)-} [*,["', l ],#J 
['',[#,OJ,#] -}[#,[#,OJ,*) 
['',[#,1],#J -}[#,[#,1],*] 
[#,[#,0),'') -} ['',[#,0],#J 
[#, [#, l ) ,'') -} [*, [#, 1 ],#] 
[#,[':',0],#J -} [#,[':',0],#J 
[#,['', l ],#J -} [#,[':',1),#) 
[#,[qO,O],#]-} [#;[q l ,0),#J 
[#,[q l ,O],#]-} [#,[#,O],q2] 
[#,[q l , l ],#)-} [#,[#,l ],q2) 
[q2,[#,0],#J-} [#,[q2,0],#J 
[q2,[#, l ],#)-} [#,[q2, l ],#J 
[#,[q2,0],#]-} [#,[qf,0),#J 
[#,[q2, l ],#]-} [#,[q3,0],#J 
[#,[q3,0],#]-} [#,[#,O],q4] 
[#,[q3, l ],#]-} [#,[#,l ],q4] 
[q4,[#,0],#J-} [#,[q4,0],#J 
[q4,[#,l ],#)-} [#,[q4, l ],#J 
[#,[q4,0],#)-} [#,[qS,0),#) 
[#,[q4, l ],#J-} [#,[q3, l ],#J 
[#,[qS,O],#)-} [#,[#,O],q6] 
[#,[qS,1),#]-} [#,[#,l ],q6) 
[q6,[#,0],#J-} [#,[q6,0],#] 
[q6,[#, l ],#]-} [#,[q6, l ],#J 
[#,[q6,0],#J-} [#,[q7, l ],#J 
[#,[q6, l ],#]-} [#,[qS, l ],#J 
[#,[q7,0],#J-} [#,[#,O],q8] 
[#,[q7, l ],#]-} [#,[#, l ],q8] 
[q8,[#,0J,#]-} [#,[q8,0],#J 
[q8,[#, l ],#)-} [#,[q8, l ],#J 
[#, q8,0],#]-} [#,[q9,0],#J 
[#, q9,0],#J-} [qa, [#,OJ,#] 
[#, q9, l ],#)-} [qa,[#,1],#J 
[#, #,0],qa)-} [#,[qa,OJ,#] 
[#, #,1),qa)-} [#,[qa, l ],#J 
[#, qa,O],#J-} [#,[qb,O],#] 
[#, qa, l ],#)-} [#,[q9, l ],#) 
[#, qb,O],#J-} [qc,[#,0),#J 
[#, qb,1),#)-} [qc,[#,1),#] 
[#, #,0],qc)-} [#,[qc,0),#J 
[#, #,1],qc)-} [#,[qc,1),#] 
[#, qc,0),#]-} [#,[q l ,1),#) 
[#, qc,1),#)-} [#,[qb,1),#] 

The local function of the reversible 1-PCA P which 

simulates T (it is written in the form X � Y instead 

of fp(X)= Y). 

t=O I # # # 1 # qO # 1 # # # 1 # # 
0 0 1 1 

t= l I # # # 1 # ql # 1 # # # 1 # # 
0 0 1 

t=2 I # # # 1 # # q2 1 # # # 1 # # 
0 0 1 1 

t=3 I # # # 1 # # # 1 # q2 # 1 # # 
0 0 1 

t=58 I # # # 1 # # # 1 # # # 1 # # 
0 0 1 1 

t=59 I # # # 1 # # # 1 # # # 1 # # 
0 0 1 
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# # 1 # # # 1 # # # 1 # # # I 0 0 0 0 

# # 1 # # # 1 # # # 1 # # # I 0 0 0 0 

# # 1 # # # 1 # # # 1 # # # I 0 0 0 0 

# # 1 # # # 1 # # # 1 # # # I 0 0 0 0 

qf # 1 # # # 1 # # # 1 # # # I 0 1 0 I 

�� # 1 # # # 1 # # # 1 # # # I 0 1 1 0 

Fig. A·4 A computation process of P which simulates T. 
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